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now you will need to locate your original windows 98 cd-rom. it should be placed in the cd-rom tray.
it should be noted that your bootable windows 98 disk should be in the same drive your pc boots

from. this is done so that when your pc boots from the windows 98 cd-rom you will be able to select
the boot disk. the latest version is windows 98 se sp3, which is also the most recent version available

for download. the most recent version of internet explorer youll have to go to the microsoft
download center to find and download. it may be an older version of ie, but it should run. windows 98

second edition is an update to the original windows 98 that includes improved modem and
sound/audio card support through the windows driver model, improved usb support, wake on lan
support, firewire dv camcorder support, and sbp-2 mass storage device support. internet explorer
4.0 was also upgraded to 5.0 and internet connection sharing made its debut. directx 6.1 was also
included with directsound improvements. windows media player 6.2 was also shipped replacing the

old classic windows 3.x/95 media player that originated with the windows 3.0 mmc extensions. these
disks are original boot floppy disk media for use with microsoft windows cd-roms. not all windows

9x/me cds are bootable, not all cds included boot disks, and dos will not see a cd-rom drive unless a
driver is loaded. oems were expected to provide compatible cd-rom with the boot media provided

with their systems. towards the very late 90s, most vendors standardized on ide/atapi cd-rom
hardware and the use of the oem adaption kit (oak) driver. if your cd drive is not ide compatible

(such as an mke or panasonic interface) you must manually add your own driver. note: you can use
the windows 98 boot disk with windows 95 to make things easier. if you have any untouched oem

boot disks with different drivers, please submit them.
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Doing this is a lot more complicated since it doesnt have a
disc drive for loading Windows 98 into a virtual drive.

Thankfully my VirtualBox’s USB support is pretty good, so
well be booting directly into a guest Windows 98 OS. Let’s

begin the process and install our Windows 98 ISO. there are
ways of doing this, however the most popular method is to
use imgburn. although imgburn is an excellent software to
burn images to cd, it does not come with the ability to boot
a windows 98 second edition iso image. if you really need to
boot a windows 98 second edition iso image, youll need to
use rawrite. the virtualbox picture on windows 98 se iso is
pre-installed to save your time by installing the cd/iso file
and taking the installation process. its just a 64mb zip file;
on oracle virtualbox, you can quickly download, upload and

use it. from the windows 10 host machine, we built this
picture. once you have the cd-rom, you can boot from it. it
will be a full installation without the need of rebooting. this

feature is one of the advantages of the cd-rom. most
manufacturers will make bootable cd for their os. it is quite
simple to do so. you will just need to burn the iso image on
a blank cd and then boot from it. unlike the installer, the cd
will need to be run from the cd, so you will be able to see
the os start up. now, launch your torrent client and search
for the torrent url and download the iso. after downloading,
copy it to the desired location. in our case, we copied the
iso to a directory named windows 98 second edition in our

home directory. 5ec8ef588b
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